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The predictive adaptive response (PAR) hypothesis proposes that animals

adjust their physiology and developmental trajectory during early life in

anticipation of their future environments. Accordingly, when environmental

conditions in early life match environmental conditions during adulthood,

individual fitness should be greater. Here, we test this hypothesis in a long-

lived mammal, the roe deer, using data from two contrasting populations,

intensively monitored for more than 35 years. In the highly productive site,

the fitness of female roe deer increased with the quality of environment

during adulthood and, contrary to predictions of PAR, individuals born in

good conditions always outperformed those born under poor conditions.

In the resource-limited site, the fitness of female roe deer born in poor years

was better than those born in good conditions in poor years when the animals

were adult, but not in good years. Although consistent with predictions of

PAR, we showed that this pattern is likely to be a consequence of increased

viability selection during the juvenile stage for animals born in poor years.

While PARs are often advanced in evolutionary medicine, our findings

suggest that detailed biological processes should be investigated before

drawing conclusions about the existence of this phenomenon.
1. Introduction
Although the role of environment in the development of an individual has been

recognized for a long time [1], understanding the interplay between the deve-

loping individual and its environment continues to be a major challenge

for evolutionary biologists [2]. Previous studies, conducted on a large range of

taxa including humans, have shown that environmental conditions early in life,

when the architecture of the body is being established [3], can have long-term

effects on life-history traits [4–6]. The question is whether these long-term, envir-

onmentally induced changes represent an adaptive response to different

environments, or are a consequence of constraints on development imposed by

food resource availability [7,8].

Building on the concepts of ‘fetal programming’ [9] and of ‘thrifty phenotype’

[10] issued from human medicine, the predictive adaptive response (PAR)

hypothesis posits that a young animal should adjust its physiology during

early development in anticipation of its future environment [2,11,12]. Gluckman

and co-workers have proposed that the capacity of individuals to adjust their

development in response to early environments has evolved via natural selection,

in a similar way to adaptive phenotypic plasticity [13–15]. The proximate
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Figure 1. Variation in mean fitness as a function of environmental conditions
during early life and adulthood under two different scenarios. (a) Predictive
adaptive response (PAR). For individuals born in good environmental con-
ditions, mean fitness increases as the adult environment improves. For
individuals born in poor environmental conditions, mean fitness may increase
weakly (dotted red lines) or decrease (solid red lines) with improvement of
the adult environment. In poor environmental conditions during adulthood,
however, individuals born in poor conditions perform better than those born
in good conditions. By contrast, individuals born under favourable conditions
have higher mean fitness than those born under poor conditions when
environmental conditions during adulthood are good. (b) ‘Silver spoon’
effect. Here, there is no environmental matching. Mean fitness increases
with the quality of adult environment and individuals born in good environ-
mental conditions always have higher mean fitness than those born in poor
environmental conditions. (Adapted from [2,7].)
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mechanisms underlying PARs include epigenetic changes in

gene regulation, variation in organ structure or alteration in

cell number [11,16]. Ultimately, fitness benefits would arise

from a slower metabolism increasing survival in food-limited

environments, or from a higher metabolism allowing greater

reproductive success when food resources are plentiful [2].

PAR is thus a form of developmental plasticity where fitness

benefits of the developmental responses to early-life environ-

ment are not immediate, but postponed to the adult stage

[12]. The adaptive value of the PAR depends, however, on the

strength of the correlation between environmental conditions

experienced during early life and environmental conditions

experienced during adulthood, as mismatching may lead to fit-

ness disadvantages and disease [11]. For instance, a mismatch

between pre- and post-natal nutrient availability increased the

risk for cardiovascular disorder in sheep (Ovis aries) [17].

Hence, a key aspect of the PAR hypothesis is that fitness

should be the highest for individuals for whom early-life con-

ditions match conditions during adulthood (figure 1a). The

most obvious competing hypothesis is that harsh early-life

environmental conditions can constrain body development,

leading individuals born under favourable conditions to

outperform consistently those born in adverse conditions

(figure 1b), also known as the ‘silver spoon’ effect [18].

While long-term consequences of early-life conditions

have long been recognized in animal populations in the wild

[19,20], most studies have focused on testing for ‘silver

spoon’ effects without including possible effects of environ-

mental conditions during adulthood. On the other hand, the

PAR hypothesis is currently much debated [21–25]. This

hypothesis is often advanced in the medical and epidemio-

logical literature for explaining the occurrence of metabolic

diseases, but empirical support for PARs remains scarce in

long-lived species [17]. Moreover, tests of the PAR hypothesis

assessing consequences for fitness itself are currently lacking.

Comparing the fitness of individuals when early conditions

either match environmental conditions during adulthood or

do not is a key requirement for testing the PAR hypothesis [23].

Long-term monitoring of a large number of known-age

animals in two contrasting roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) popu-

lations provided a unique opportunity to test the PAR

hypothesis in a long-lived, wild, mammalian species. After

exploring the correlation of environmental conditions during

adulthood with those in early life, we quantified the effects

of the conditions in early-life and current environmental con-

ditions on annual adult survival, annual adult reproductive

success and mean individual fitness of different cohorts.

Under the PAR hypothesis, early and current environmental

conditions should interact to affect adult performance: individ-

uals should perform better when they experienced similar

conditions during early life and adulthood than when they

experienced mismatched conditions (figure 1a).
2. Material and methods
(a) Roe deer as a biological model
The European roe deer is a medium-sized, forest-dwelling herbi-

vore (adult body mass ranges between 20 and 30 kg) with weak

sexual size dimorphism [26]. Roe deer can live up to 18 years of

age in the wild [27] and are weakly polygynous [28]. Females are

iteroparous (one reproductive attempt per year) and can give

birth to one to three fawns each year in May–June from 2 years
of age onwards (triplets are exceedingly rare in our study areas;

see below). Weaning occurs in late summer, and dispersing indi-

viduals generally leave their mothers at 1 year of age. Being

income breeders (sensu [29]), female roe deer rely almost exclu-

sively on available food resources during breeding rather than

on body reserves to meet the energetic costs of reproduction [30].

Hence, growth rates and survival of fawns directly depend on

food resources during the spring and summer of birth [31–33].
(b) Study areas and populations
The study was carried out in two fenced forests managed by the

Office National des Forêts: the 2614 ha Réserve Biologique

Intégrale of Chizé (CH) located in western France and the

1360 ha Territoire d’Étude et d’Expérimentation of Trois-

Fontaines (TF) in eastern France. Primary production in the CH

forest is quite low owing to poor soils and frequent summer

droughts, whereas TF is a rich and productive forest owing to

high-quality soils and infrequent summer droughts (electronic

supplementary material, table S1). No predator of roe deer

occurred in either site and the few roe deer hunted at TF were

right-censored from the dataset. Both populations have been

intensively monitored by using capture–mark–recapture

(CMR) methods since 1976 at TF and 1978 at CH. About half

the roe deer present in a given population were captured every

year (between 8 and 12 days of captures, mostly in January–

February) using drive nets. At capture, all animals are sexed

and weighed to the nearest 100 g. Since 1985, newborn fawns
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have also been captured and marked around the time of birth,

from 15 April to 15 June [32]. In addition to captures, intensive

observations took place every year in both study sites during

summer and autumn to assess the reproductive success of

marked females (see [34] for details).

(c) Roe deer life-history traits
All females included in this study were of known age, because

they had been marked as newborn fawns during spring, or as

fawns in their first winter (eight to nine months of age), when

age can be reliably established on the basis of the presence of

milk teeth [35]. We considered reproductive and survival charac-

teristics of prime-aged females (2–8 years) before senescence;

these parameters do not vary with age in prime-aged females

[36,37]. We divided annual reproductive success into three

categories: (i) ‘no offspring weaned’, (ii) ‘one offspring weaned’

and (iii) ‘two or three offspring weaned’ [38]. Triplets were

absent at CH and accounted for only 1.8% of litters at TF.

(d) Measures of environmental variation
Previous studies in roe deer have shown that average body mass

of weaned offspring is an integrator of environmental conditions

around the time of birth (i.e. in spring–summer) for which

weather variables and population size are only proxies [33,39].

Thus, we used the average body mass of roe deer fawns in

January–February (about eight months of age) of each year,

adjusted for possible confounding effects (see below), as a

measure of environmental conditions during the previous year

(see [40,41] for a similar approach). Hence, environmental con-

ditions experienced each year by juveniles and adults were

measured by the average body mass of roe deer fawns the next

winter. We estimated year-specific body mass of fawns with

linear models (one per site), including sex (to account for the

weak sexual size dimorphism of roe deer [26]), month of capture

(to control for fawn growth over the winter catch season [35])

and habitat type at CH only (to control for possible confounding

effects of habitat quality; see the electronic supplementary

material, table S1 and [42] for further details). No heterogeneity

of habitat occurred at TF at the home range scale. The adjusted

year-specific body masses of roe deer fawns are shown in the

electronic supplementary material, figure S1.

(e) Statistical analysis
As a first step, we used linear models to investigate relationships

between environmental conditions during early (i.e. year of

birth) and adult (i.e. the average environment between 2 and 8

years of age) stages. Then, we performed analyses on life-history

traits with environmental conditions in early life characterized as

a two-level factor, dichotomized by a median split (bad con-

ditions: below median value of year-specific fawn body mass;

good conditions: above or equal median value of year-specific

fawn body mass). This allowed us to test explicitly the predic-

tions displayed in figure 1 (i.e. an interaction for PAR and an

additive effect for silver spoon hypothesis; see [25] for a similar

approach). Interpretation of the results did not change when

we considered the quality of early-life conditions as a continuous

variable (electronic supplementary material, table S2).

To test the PAR hypothesis for shaping variation in reproduc-

tive success of female roe deer, we used multinomial mixed

models [43] of annual reproductive success, such that the cumu-

lative probability that a female weaned 0, 1 and 2 or more fawns

in a given year is equal to 1. Environmental conditions experi-

enced during year of birth and at a given breeding year plus

the interaction between these two variables were entered as fixed

effects. Female identity was entered as a random effect, controlling

for the non-independence of repeated measures on the same
female. Parameters were estimated by maximum-likelihood

using the package ‘ordinal’ of the software R v. 2.14 [44]. We

tested the PAR hypothesis for causing variation in annual adult

survival of female roe deer using CMR modelling [45] with

E-SURGE [46]. Our models included environmental conditions

experienced during year of birth and at a given survival event

plus their two-way interactions. Following previous CMR analyses

in both populations [47,48], we estimated time-dependent capture

probabilities (three periods at TF: 1976–1999, 2000 and 2001–2010;

13 periods at CH: 1978–1985, 1986–1999 and annual capture prob-

abilities from 2000 to 2010). In all models, we used a backward

selection procedure, testing successively the first-order interactions

and, if not statistically significant, the main effects of covariates.

Statistical significance was assessed by likelihood ratio test. Esti-

mates (mean+ s.e.) and sample sizes (n) are given in parentheses.

Finally, we quantified the fitness consequences of early and

adult conditions of life as a final test of the PAR. At both TF

and CH, we built two sets of Leslie matrix models [49], one for

each type of environmental conditions in early life (two groups:

bad versus good). We entered the predicted values of reproduc-

tion and survival rates according to their relationship with

environmental conditions during adulthood (represented as lines

in figure 2 and the electronic supplementary material, figure S4)

in matrix models (electronic supplementary material, figure S2)

to obtain the predicted mean fitness, measured as the asymptotic

growth rate [50], of each of these groups facing different adult con-

ditions. We did the same using observed reproduction and

survival rates (represented as points in figure 2 and the electronic

supplementary material, figure S4) to get the observed mean

fitness of each of these groups facing different adult conditions.
3. Results
(a) Environmental variability and predictability
At TF, average body mass of fawns was highly variable

among years (F(d.f. ¼ 36,1770)¼ 12.68, p , 0.001; coefficient of

variation¼ 6.5%), ranging from 14.80+0.32 kg in 2005 to

20.27+0.28 kg in 1977 (electronic supplementary material,

figure S1a). At CH, average body mass of fawns was also

highly variable among years (F(d.f. ¼ 34,1757)¼ 27.19, p , 0.001;

coefficient of variation¼ 10.0%), ranging from 12.17+0.36 kg

in 2011 to 17.72+0.34 kg in 1995 (electronic supplementary

material, figure S1b). Environmental conditions were extremely

harsh between 1983–1987 and since 2003 at CH, with all

average annual body masses less than 14.5 kg.

The correlation between the environmental condi-

tions in early and adult stages was high and positive in

the highly productive population of TF (b ¼ 0.43+ 0.10,

p , 0.001, R2 ¼ 0.40; electronic supplementary material,

figure S3a), but non-existent in the food-restricted popula-

tion of CH (b ¼ 0.17+ 0.19, p ¼ 0.37, R2 ¼ 0.03; electronic

supplementary material, figure S3b). Thus, PAR could only

occur at TF, because without a reliable cue of future environ-

mental conditions, there is no basis for an adaptive scenario in

the long run [22,25,51,52]. However, this prediction must be

viewed with caution because the observed environmental

variability during the study period does not necessarily rep-

resent the long-term and past environment in which PAR

could have been favoured by natural selection.
(b) Testing the predictive adaptive response hypothesis
Contrary to expectations from PAR, we found no evidence for

an interaction between early-life and current environmental

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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conditions on annual reproductive success at TF (n ¼ 656,

x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 0.07, p ¼ 0.79) or at CH (n ¼ 275, x2

(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 0.10,

p ¼ 0.76). In both populations, the annual reproductive success

of adult females increased with the quality of the current
environment (TF: x2
(d.f. ¼ 1)¼ 3.48, p ¼ 0.06, b ¼ 0.19+0.10;

CH: x2
(d.f. ¼ 1)¼ 4.10, p ¼ 0.04, b ¼ 0.18+0.09). Being income

breeders, female roe deer do not accumulate significant body

reserves for reproduction [29,30], so reproductive success

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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strongly depends on changes in food resources during the last

weeks of gestation and early lactation, when reproduc-

tive energetic costs peak [53]. Overall, females born in

favourable conditions had a consistently higher reproductive

output than those born in poor conditions (TF: x2
(d.f. ¼ 1)¼

9.95, p ¼ 0.001, b ¼ 0.62+0.20; CH: x2
(d.f. ¼ 1)¼ 5.82, p ¼ 0.01,

b ¼ 0.64+0.26). For instance, females born in good environ-

mental conditions had 2.15 and 2.29 times higher chances of

rearing two fawns to weaning than females born under poor

conditions at TF and CH, respectively (figure 2a,d). This prob-

ably resulted from long-term positive consequences of early

environmental conditions on body mass [54], which in turn

influenced reproductive performance of females [41,55].

As for reproduction, no interaction between early-life

and current environmental conditions could be detected

for annual adult survival rate (TF: n ¼ 322, x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 0.14,

p ¼ 0.71; CH: n ¼ 331, x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 0.15, p ¼ 0.70). Annual

survival of adult females was high and quite constant at

TF (figure 2b), irrespective of the environmental conditions

experienced early in life (x2
(d.f. ¼ 1)¼ 0.94, p ¼ 0.33) and in the

current year (x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 0.1, p ¼ 0.75). At CH, annual adult sur-

vival was positively influenced by the quality of current

environment (x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 31.16, p , 0.001; figure 2e) but, unex-

pectedly, females born in favourable conditions consistently

showed a lower survival than those born in poor conditions

(x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 11.71, p , 0.001; figure 2e).

At CH, as female roe deer born in poor conditions have

lower reproduction, but higher survival rates than females

born in good conditions, the overall effect of early conditions

on mean fitness depends on the relative effects of the environ-

ment on these two demographic rates. We found that under

favourable adult conditions, females born in good conditions

had a higher mean fitness than those born in poor conditions

(figure 2f ). However, when adult conditions became very

harsh (as observed in 6 years) at CH, the negative effects of

early-life conditions on adult survival counteracted their posi-

tive influence on reproduction, because females born under

poor environmental conditions showed a higher mean fitness

than those born under good conditions (figure 2f ). At TF,

female roe deer born in poor conditions had lower fitness

than females born in good conditions independent of the

environmental conditions during adulthood (figure 2c).

(c) The confounding effect of viability selection on
detection of predictive adaptive response

That the mean fitness curves of good and bad cohorts crossed

when environmental conditions during adulthood were harsh

at CH (figure 2f ) could be interpreted as support for the PAR

hypothesis (figure 1a). However, a more parsimonious expla-

nation may involve a difference in viability selection (sensu
[50]) during the earliest stage of life. Indeed, early body devel-

opment of roe deer was highly constrained by poor early

nutrition in this population [33,39] such that cohorts born

under poor conditions may have experienced high condition-

dependent mortality. This resulted in a ‘filtering effect’, so

that under poor early-life environmental conditions only the

best roe deer survived to adulthood, leading to a high survival

in adulthood for these cohorts. For long-lived species such as

roe deer, juvenile survival is indeed highly variable and sensi-

tive to environmental conditions [55]. For instance, only 18%

of newborns survived until eight to nine months of age

during the severe spring–summer drought in 2005 at CH.
Conversely, cohorts born under favourable conditions may

have experienced a weak viability selection in early life, so

weaker individuals can be recruited into the population as

adults, but then suffer from increased mortality when meeting

harsh environmental conditions during adulthood. In sup-

port of this ‘filtering effect’, the strength of viability selection

favouring large body mass decreased with the quality of the

environment in early life at CH (x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 4.62, p ¼ 0.03;

figure 3a). In addition, cohorts suffering from high juvenile

mortality showed subsequently higher survival in adulthood

(x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 8.15, p ¼ 0.004; figure 3b). Nevertheless, no effect

of viability selection was detectable on reproduction in this

population, because females surviving harsh early-life con-

ditions hardly reached the threshold body mass of 22 kg

(x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 23.01, p , 0.001; figure 4), above which they raise

two fawns successfully [56]. Strong viability selection is thus

likely to explain the opposite effects of early-life conditions

on reproduction and survival (figure 2d,e), and the resulting
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interactive effects between environmental conditions during

early life and adulthood on mean fitness (figure 2f ) we

observed in the food-limited population of CH.

In the highly productive forest of TF, even if the strength

of viability selection is higher when early environmental con-

ditions are poor (x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 3.99, p ¼ 0.04; electronic

supplementary material, figure S5), it was half as strong as

the viability selection that bad cohorts suffered at CH (on a

logit scale, b ¼ 0.32+ 0.06 at CH versus b ¼ 0.17+0.07

at TF). Consequently, a low juvenile survival was not

associated with higher adult survival at TF (x2
(d.f. ¼ 1) ¼ 0.39,

p ¼ 0.53), so the low viability selection during juvenile stage

had no consequences on mean fitness of good and bad

cohorts during adulthood in this population with abundant

resources. Hence, not accounting for between-year differ-

ences in viability selection during the earliest stages of life

can mimic an apparent support for PAR, in particular

under harsh environmental conditions.
4. Discussion
Female roe deer do not adjust their phenotype during their

first year of life in anticipation of their future environments,

providing no support for the PAR hypothesis. Much of the

empirical evidence in support of the PAR comes from

short-lived species [57–59]. For instance, female butterflies

experiencing food restriction during larval development

change their body allocation via an increased thorax ratio

(i.e. thorax mass/body mass) that leads to better flight per-

formances during the adult stage, which in turn enhance

dispersal into higher quality habitats [58]. However, the

extrapolation of such results to long-lived species as done by

Gluckman and co-workers in humans has often been ques-

tioned [21,22,51]. The evolution of PAR relies on the

assumption that early environmental conditions generally

predict adult environmental conditions. Simulations recently
performed by Nettle et al. [52] showed that environmental

autocorrelation has to be very high to allow the occurrence of

what they called ‘external PAR’. While in short-lived species

matching of the conditions of life at the juvenile and adult

stages is likely to occur, the long life and the long time required

to achieve reproductive maturity of large mammals make such

matching less likely in these species [21]. Despite the marked

difference in the correlation of environmental conditions

during adulthood with those in early life (R2 ¼ 0.40 versus

R2 ¼ 0.03 at TF and CH, respectively), our results rather sup-

port the ‘silver spoon’ hypothesis, which predicts that body

development is constrained by poor early nutrition in both

populations. Although the environmental predictability we

recorded over the study period of more than 35 years does

not necessarily represent the long-term and past environment

in which PAR could have been evolved, past environments

of roe deer populations are likely to have been highly variable.

Like other polytocous deer species, the roe deer is indeed

adapted to the dynamics of early stages of forest succession

rather than to stable climax woodland [60].

Beyond the assumption that the environment in early life

provides a reliable clue of the environmental conditions

during adulthood, the PAR hypothesis requires that embryos

are informed about the quality of environmental conditions

during pregnancy. This assumption is questionable for

some species. Tactics of energy allocation to reproduction

vary along an income–capital continuum [61], which may

have a central role for the evolution of adaptive responses

to environmental variation during early life. In income bree-

ders such as roe deer [30], the offspring developmental

trajectory directly depends on resources available to the

mother during the energetically costly periods of late ges-

tation and early lactation. In poor years, embryos receive

less energy from mothers and, in turn, should be informed

on the environmental conditions. However, this is not the

case in capital breeders, which use stored fat reserves to

meet the high energy requirements of reproduction [29]. By

using energy stored before reproduction, such as in

humans, capital breeders buffer (at least partly) offspring

dependency from environmental conditions during these

critical periods.

Since the initial paper by Williams & Nesse [62], the field

of ‘evolutionary medicine’ or ‘Darwinian medicine’ has pro-

gressed substantially and become an important component

of public health (see [63] for a recent review). In humans,

PARs are commonly invoked to account for observed associ-

ations between early-life conditions and health (as assessed

by occurrence of diabetes or cardiovascular diseases) later

in life [64]. The connection between PAR and human health

is relatively straightforward. If the early-life environment

matches the environment during adulthood, then the risk

of diseases in late life is low. By contrast, if a mismatch

occurs between environments during early life and adult-

hood, the risk of diseases increases, especially during the

post-reproductive period when diseases become relatively

invisible to natural selection [11,64]. Although fitness and

health are distinct concepts [62], both should peak when

early- and later-life environmental conditions match accord-

ing to the PAR hypothesis. It is important to note that

these predictions from the PAR hypothesis about adult

health are exactly similar to those from ‘the thrifty

phenotype’ hypothesis [10]. In contrast to the PAR hypo-

thesis, the thrifty phenotype hypothesis posits that selection

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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favours developmental responses that improve immediate

chances of survival at the expense of risking disease later

in life [10]. Therefore, understanding the evolutionary proces-

ses underlying relationships between early-life conditions

and adult health is necessary to discriminate among the

competing hypotheses.

The results of our study, based on two populations of the

same species living in contrasting environments, clearly

demonstrate that harsh early-life conditions impose strong

developmental constraints with major fitness consequences,

and do not support the PAR hypothesis. Similarly, Hayward

and co-workers recently provided the first empirical test of

PAR in humans and found no support for it, because individ-

uals experiencing low crop yields in early life showed lower

survival and fertility during the famine than individuals

experiencing high early-life crop yields in pre-industrial Fin-

nish populations [24]. Moreover, and importantly, we show

here that the strong viability selection imposed by very
harsh environmental conditions in early life can lead to

apparent support for the PAR hypothesis. Confounding

effects of viability selection have so far been neglected

when testing the PAR hypothesis. Although the PAR hypoth-

esis requires more empirical tests, its validity in long-lived

species is increasingly uncertain.

All procedures for capturing and handling live animals were per-
formed under the authority of the Office National de la Chasse et
de la Faune Sauvage and were approved by the Director of Food,
Agriculture and Forest (Prefectoral order 2009–14 from Paris).
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